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In part three of this series, I walked the reader through the design and evolution of
the firing mechanics in G.A.M.E.R.TM. In this article, I will talk about movement, morale,
hand-to-hand combat, vehicles, and other special situations.
Movement…
I like for movement distances to be somewhat randomized. In Santa Anna Rules and
Wellington Rules, units have both a fixed and random component to their movement speed.
Better-trained troops have a greater percentage of their movement fixed while lesser
troops have a greater percentage random. In those games terrain effects were even
randomized. For instance, when a unit crossed a wall or other linear obstacle, the effect on
movement was to subtract a six-sided die from the unit’s movement speed.
For G.A.M.E.R.TM, I wanted movement distances to be at least partially randomized.
Early in development, when I was still using beads for shooting (see part 3), I determined
that the right movement speed would be a ten-sided die of inches. I wanted this
randomization to have a greater impact on poor troops and little impact on elite troops. I
decided that I could put minimum movement distances in place. So in G.A.M.E.R.TM, green
troops have a minimum movement speed of 3; regular troops, 5; and elite troops 7. If the
“die roll” for movement was below the minimum, the unit moves the minimum instead.
Terrain effects then impact this base movement speed. I’m not completely happy with this
approach, but it works well enough.
After a few play tests, I decided to add a ten-sided die to the cards so that no real
dice were needed in the game. There are 54 cards in the deck. I have results of one
through ten five times on the cards. For those four extra cards I placed a 1, 4, 7, and 10.
This means that the ten-sided die on the cards does not result in a perfectly uniform
distribution, but it is pretty close, and there are some high and low results.
Hand-to-hand combat…
In general when I design a game I stay away from mechanics that use an opposed
die roll. Hand-to-hand combat, however, is an area where I think the opposed die roll feels
right. When a figure shoots another figure, the shooting figure is doing something. When
two figures engage in hand-to-hand combat, they are both fighting.
I have tried to be careful not to use elements of the G.A.M.E.R.TM cards for more than
one purpose. I think that is easier for players. I broke this pattern with hand-to-hand
combat. With an opposed die roll, I initially intended the different in the “die rolls” to
somehow effect damage, so I did not want the die rolls to vary greatly. In Beer and Pretzels
Skirmish I used averaging dice (six-sided dice numbered 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, and 5). By this point, I
had pretty well committed myself to a dice-less system. I noted that there is a “five-sided
die” on the card already – the randomizer used to determine which figure was hit by small
arms fire.
A characteristic of my gaming group is that they often start using – and modifying –
rules before I even finish developing them. One of the guys in the group, Duncan, wanted to
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try G.A.M.E.R.TM for the War of 1812. I didn’t see any reason why it wouldn’t work. Recall
that the current version is called WWII G.A.M.E.R., because I intended to use the basic
“engine” for other historical periods myself. In those games, he wanted to distinguish in
hand-to-hand combat between men armed with bayonets, hatchets, muskets without
bayonets, etc. We found that a five-sided die did not allow for this level of resolution
without some forces being unbeatable in melee.
I decided then to use the ten-sided die on the cards instead of the “five sided die”
randomizer. I adjusted some of the modifiers as a result. (Unfortunately there are
modifiers to the hand-to-hand combat rolls; I couldn’t get away from them entirely!) This
had the added benefit of not using the hit randomizer in two different ways, which seemed
to confuse some players.
Since this is a game about modern skirmishing, I did not want the game to revolve
around melee. I wanted melee to have an immediate effect. Since I adopted an opposed die
roll method, I determined that the winner would draw a card to determine whether the
defeated enemy was wounded or incapacitated. As a major purpose in close assaulting is to
push the enemy out of a key piece of terrain, the defeated soldiers (if not incapacitated) are
pushed back two inches, and the victorious soldier can move forward one inch. This would
allow the attacker to get through a door, over a wall, etc. In the even of a tie, both sides
drop back two inches. This method means that no one is locked in melee from one
activation to the next. When soldiers are locked in contact, a number of additional rules are
needed about adding figures to an existing melee, disengaging from melee, etc.
Guts…
It’s the first letter in G.A.M.E.R.TM. I wanted morale to be important, so I worked on
this quite a bit early in development. There are really three issued to resolve in a morale
system:
•
•
•

When does a unit make a Guts check?
How does a unit make a Guts check?
What happens when a unit fails its Guts check?

In determining when a unit makes a Guts check, I borrowed from previous designs.
Morale is conducted at the team level. When a team has a figure wounded or killed, the
team accrues a morale marker. Morale (or Guts) is not resolved until the unit activates
next, so it may accrue several morale markers before it resolves melee. I like having the
unit make a Guts check when it next activates, because that keeps all the players guessing
as long as possible. When morale checks are made immediately, all the players know how
to respond. When morale checks are made later, there is a window of uncertainty in which
everyone has to guess what the unit will do.
When the unit does activate, before it can perform any actions, it must make a Guts
check for each morale marker it has accrued. This technique has the advantage of
eliminating modifiers for percent of casualties received; however, it is a “memoryless”
Markov process, in that the number of morale markers accrued for previous Guts checks
does not influence the chance of a failure of morale in any subsequent turn. This
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“memoryless” property results in a loss of fidelity, but reduces complexity and is worth the
tradeoff.
Players resolve Guts checks by drawing a card and reading the result written in the
morale section at the bottom of the card. Initially I had one of the three Guts levels written
on each card as shown in Figure 1. If the label on the card matched the Guts of the unit, the
player would apply the result on the card; otherwise, that “roll” was considered a success
and one morale maker was removed. In play testing, negative effects occurred to
infrequently and morale seemed irrelevant. I then modified this system to remove the Guts
labels. Just flip a card; read a card; apply the results. So how do I account for units with
better morale? Many of the results on the cards include a phrase like “If the unit is Elite,
remove all remaining morale pips.” That result indicates that all remaining markers are
removed and that the unit has passed its Guts check. Of course there are more of these
results for elite units than regular units than green units. As a result, when a unit must
make a Guts check often one or two of the results are adverse.
The increase in occurrence of adverse effects meant that those adverse effects
needed to be generally mild but that the cumulative effects would be meaningful. I began
by making a list of as many negative outcomes as I could imagine. Examples are “figure
with lowest guts is stunned,” “all figures are stunned,” and “the unit is pinned.” There is
even one “unit runs off the table” result. There are also a number of “no effect” results.
Having enumerated an exhaustive list of effects of failing a Guts check, I then put them into
a spreadsheet and adjusted how many times I wanted each one to occur, summing to 54. In
truth this was a trial and error effort. While my play testers were largely unaware, the
results and their frequency changed many times during development until I had achieved
the right balance. Guts checks worry players and often have major impacts on a skirmish,
but games do not hinge on a completely random effect.
The peripenultimate GAMER Action Deck…

GREEN

GREEN
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TM
unit is in cover or in the open. Figure 1: First and second versions of cards for G.A.M.E.R. .
This gave a benefit to units in
cover without the need of a chart or modifiers. The morale process, then, takes into
account number of casualties (albeit somewhat imperfectly because it is a Markov process),
the Guts level of the unit, and whether it is in cover. These are the three most important
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determinates of morale success or failure. All three have an impact in G.A.M.E.R.TM without
the need for a morale table and a sack full of modifiers.
Vehicles…
After many play tests over more than a year, I was growing confident that as an
infantry-on-infantry game G.A.M.E.R.TM was coming along nicely. The necessary addition of
vehicles became the next challenge. The canonical process for vehicles in most games is
roll to hit, then roll to penetrate, then roll for damage. While this is fine, I really wanted to
do something with the same fidelity but with fewer steps. I had to balance that against the
notion of keeping the vehicle combat resolution as similar as possible to that for personnel.
It makes it easier for players if similar things are resolved in similar ways. Personnel
combat is resolved as “roll” to hit then “roll” to see which target soldier was hit, where the
target was hit, and how badly was he wounded. Using the same mechanism to determine
whether a soldier hit a vehicle or personnel was easy enough.
I spent a fair amount of time while running trying to come up with something really
novel to determine penetration. One idea was to bin armor and penetration factors into
unique, but coarse, categories like very light, light, medium, heavy, and very heavy. In this
way, I could imagine some kind of nomograph on the card, on which the player would
compare the penetration of his weapon against the armor of the target. This had two
problems. The first is that this started to look like a table that when put on a card would be
too small to read. I thought of ways of deconstructing the chart, but none were satisfactory.
The second problem was that five categories are not enough to take into account the
breadth of WWII vehicles, aspect angles of hits, different armor at different parts of the
vehicle, etc. Another idea I considered is having a target number that always meant
penetration. You would “roll” some type of randomizer, add you penetration, and subtract
the armor. If that value beat some threshold the shot penetrated. In the end, I accepted
what was probably the inevitable and went with a “traditional” penetration method: “roll”
a die, add your penetration, and see if this is greater than the enemy’s armor. (This is
actually the same as the previous method except the “threshold” value is built into the
armor values.) There is some intuitive appeal to trying to get a net penetration value
greater than the enemy’s armor value.
In determining what damage would be inflicted on vehicles, I naturally broke this
into penetrating hits and non-penetrating hits. When a shell penetrates an armored
vehicle, there is a high probability of the vehicle being incapacitated. Here I decided to reuse an icon already on the cards. I decided that on a penetrating hit, the shooting player
draws another card and looks at the high explosive icons. If a large explosion icon appears,
the vehicle is destroyed. The vehicle owner draws a card for each crewman to see how
badly he was wounded. I built a table to determined damage to the vehicle if the vehicle
was penetrated but didn’t “brew up.” For non-penetrating hits, I had a similar table but
then realized that those results were dependent on the hit location. Instead of having a
table for non-penetrating hit damage, I thought I could write those effects on the cards near
the hit location indicator. Then I had another epiphany. The damage from a penetrating hit
that didn’t blow up the vehicle could inflict the same damage as a non-penetrating hit but
with more damage to the vehicle’s occupants. This allowed me to eliminate a table and
greatly simplify the chart card. As it exists, a unit record sheet is the front half of an index
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card, and the “chart card” is on the back. This has some reminders about movement speeds
and the modifiers for hand-to-hand combat. That’s it!
The next challenge was vehicle movement. Of course vehicle can move very quickly
relative to personnel. In the kinds of combat situations represented by most skirmish
games, they rarely do, because they don’t know where the enemy is and would like to
survive. I needed to find a way to limit vehicle mobility.
Vehicle Movement: speed and dash speed -> speed and cost to turn corners
Special situations…
Mines
Close assaulting vehicles
Conclusion…
While this series of articles is about one set of rules, G.A.M.E.R.TM, the thought
processes described are typical of my work. A thorough development effort involves many
evolutions of various aspects of the rules. The designer is a sculptor. People will say, “her
nose is too big,” “her nose is too small,” “her legs are too short,” “her legs are too muscular,”
etc. The designer must listen to these inputs; however, he alone is responsible for what the
statue looks like.
Woodrow Wilson is often credited with saying, “If it is a ten-minute speech it takes
me all of two weeks to prepare it; if it is a half-hour speech it takes me a week; if I can talk
as long as I want to it requires no preparation at all. I am ready now.” It is easy to throw
together some charts and a few mechanics you like from other games to create a set of
rules. Some symptoms of lazy game design are:
• Inconsistent mechanics. For instance, some charts have column shift
modifiers, some modify the die rolls, others have multiplication factors, on
some high rolls are good, on other low rolls are good, and on still others good
and bad results are mixed randomly.
• Many charts and tables.
• Many special cases in which the basic rules break so a patch must be applied.
• Many, many modifiers that provide the illusion of fidelity but mere add
resolution (and complication). This is particularly true when there are so
many modifiers that the target number for success or failure rapidly hits the
extremes (e.g., 1 or 6).
• Any modifiers that have less than a 5% impact on whatever result is being
determined.
I have never been blessed with the big marketing muscle that other authors enjoy,
so few of my efforts have achieved any kind of commercial success. With one exception all
of my designs have taken two to six years to develop. I think that results have been worth
the effort and offer value to gamers who have tried them. Each has tried to bring
something novel to the table (pun intended), reflecting the salient aspects of a particular
period or genre while carefully eliminating unnecessary complications.
I would like to leave the would-be designer with these final thoughts:
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Be Draconian about eliminating all unnecessary complication. If it is not
essential to representing the period or genre, jettison it.
• Make as many of the rules optional as possible. This goes hand-in-hand with
the first bullet. Any important but nonessential aspect of the rules should be
optional
I have never tried to document the development of a set of rules before. It was
interesting to look back at old version and see for myself how the design evolved over time.
I hope you, the reader, found it equally interesting.
•

May your dice (or cards) be good!
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